FILM 120  
Summer 2022, Session 2, July 25- August 26, 2022  
Remote Synchronous Lecture

General Course Information
Meeting Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 9 -12.30 PST  
9 - 10.30 am: lecture and discussion  
10.30- 12.30 am: artist talk, view film in your own time, or media activity  
Meeting Dates: 7/25/2022 - 8/26/2022  
Place: The Zoom world (hyperlink) and Canvas (hyperlink)

Instructor Information
Marilia Kaisar, PhD Candidate of Film and Digital Media, UCSC, pronouns (she/her),  
prefers to be called Marilia. If you wanna know what I am up to mariliakaisar.com  
You can find me at mkaisar@ucsc.edu (use FILM 120 in the subject line) or message me on Canvas  
Disclaimer: I will be replying to your emails on weekdays within 24 hours. During the summer, I will be zooming in from Athens, Greece which has a ten hour difference from the U.S

Office Hours
Time: Wednesday 9-10 am  
How: Book whatever time and day works for you at youcanbookmeLINK. If none of those times work for you please feel free to reach out via email and we can find a different time.  
Where: My zoom room LINK  
Why : To get clarity about assignments, to ask questions about media theory and the world, to think together, to get accommodations if you are facing some difficulty, to share what you love or hate about the class, to seek together a better learning experience for all of us. Rumor has it that summer instructors do not bite, especially over Zoom.

TA Information
Teaching Approach:
I hope that this class can be a safe, inclusive and engaging environment where we can all engage in reading, thinking and learning together. All assessments are there with the intention of allowing you to engage with the materials in exciting ways, use different lenses to think with media theory and create your own engagements and entanglements with media and texts. I expect that you will arrive to class prepared, having read the materials, and ready to engage in thought and making experiments with me and your peers. Although this course is a remote lecture class, engaging with theory does not have to be passive. I hope that we can all be stimulated by media theory and learn how to incorporate that in our writing, making and everyday practices.
Course Description:
How can we think about and with different forms of media and communication technologies? This introductory course in media theory is designed to offer you a foundation in media theory through the exploration of different media and their effects, both through theory and practice. The course is organized thematically, focusing on different media each week. Through readings, films, in-class exercises, and discussions with invited guests, like podcaster and film producer Lauren La Melle of ScaryCrit podcast and digital artist Patrick Stefaniak. In an attempt to save you from excessive screen time, we will begin our classes with lectures and discussions and then meet with artists, engage in practice-based exercises, or offer time for you to view the films on your own. Let’s swim together in a sea of media.

Learning outcomes
Through participation in this course you will be able to:
● Engage with foundational media theory texts and our mediated environment
● Analyze and think critically about film and digital media works using media theory and relationships between form and meaning as a lens for analysis.
● Appreciate how media theory can help us understand our complex-mediated contemporary environment
● Discuss how media and media theory engages with questions of race, gender, colonization, and injustice.
● Produce scholarly writing and research appropriate to the discipline of film and digital media
● Incorporate media theory in your own film and digital media creative projects or scholarly work
● Present research and creative work in a critical environment

Required texts/films/technologies:
You will be provided with pdfs for the reading and links for the films. You can find the readings on Canvas in the section Readings and in each day’s module. No additional books are required. But you might need some of those essentials below:
● An internet connection
● A laptop/computer/smartphone
● A smartphone camera
● The pdfs provided
● Miro Board
● Zoom
● Some editing software to play with on your phone or computer (the freer the better)
● Some software that restricts file size (we will cross that bridge together when we get there)

If you are missing any of those let me know and we will try and find a solution or alternative together to make this work for you.


**Assessment plan**

Our assessment plan for this course is divided into different types of assignments and is designed to offer flexibility, variety and an interesting way to engage with the materials from week to week, from theme to theme as we move throughout the course. Every Wednesday you will be asked to create a writing response to the readings and media you engaged with. Every weekend you will have to complete a creative or writing assignment. Twice during the course, you will be asked to provide feedback and review the work of one of your peers, following specific guidelines on how to review other people’s work and produce constructive critiques. Your final project or paper for this course (you get to choose what you will do) is designed to be built out of your Small File Media Project or your Scholarly Essay, incorporating the feedback you were provided from the instructor and your peers. You chose whether you want to polish and expand your small file media project or the scholarly essay, use the feedback you received to improve your final project, re-submit it and present it in class.

**Assessment plan layout for a total of 100 points:**

10 Attendances 10 x 2 points = 20 points

4 Weekly Writing Response assignments x 5 points = 20 points/ Due Wednesday evening before class, 250 words

4 Weekend Assignments due on Monday night before Tuesday class:

- Media journal and reflection: due Aug 1 midnight/ 10 points
- Small File Media Project: due Aug 8 midnight/ 10 points
- Scholarly Essay, 1,500 words: due Aug 15 midnight / 10 points
- Final project and artist’s statement or final paper (3,000 words): due Aug 23 midnight/ 15 points

2 Peer reviews:

- For the small file project due Aug 9 after class/ 5 points
- For the scholarly essay due Aug 16 after class / 5 points

1 In-class presentation of your final paper/ 5 points

**Feedback and Grading Policy:**

The course is designed so that you can incorporate feedback from the instructor and your peers to build your final project or essay gradually throughout the course’s duration. You can access feedback for your work directly on Canvas. You are expected to carefully read feedback and incorporate it in your work as you move forward with your assignment.

**Attendance and Non Graded Course components**

During our lectures you will be asked to do free writes, post on Miro, participate in a discussion with your group, or do temperature checks. Those in-class activities will not be graded but will be used to assess whether or not you were participating during our meetings. If you attend class and participate you will receive two points, if you attend class and do not participate you will receive one point. If you miss class you can receive 1 point by viewing the lecture recordings and then going on Miro board to participate in the free write.
Late work:
Five weeks are a very short period of time and the assessments are designed as building blocks, so it would be better for your learning if assignments are turned in on time. In reality though, things happen. If you realize that you will not be able to finish on time, email me at mkaisar@ucsc.edu to figure out a solution that makes sense.

Community Guidelines:
UCSC is suggesting some principles of community: to be diverse, open, purposeful, caring, just, disciplined and celebrative. But in this class we will be forming our own little community for 5 weeks. So I hope that in our first class we can spend some time to discuss and determine what community guidelines might mean for us as a group and how we can create an inclusive, accessible and enjoyable learning environment during our remote learning experience. https://www.ucsc.edu/about/principles-community.html

Academic Integrity:
Plagiarism is using someone else’s ideas and works without properly crediting where we got that information from. During this class, we will engage with other people’s ideas in different ways and have the opportunity to incorporate them in our own thought and creative processes. One of the many things that I hope we will learn in this class is how to create a citational practice that allows us to engage creatively with the ideas and works of other to produce our own meaning. The only solution to plagiarism is citing and learning how to differentiate what someone else said from what we said. To avoid plagiarism, you must give cite or give credit whenever you use

- another person’s idea, opinion, or theory;
- any facts, statistics, graphs, drawings—any pieces of information—that are not common knowledge;
- quotations of another person’s actual written words and/or spoken words; or
- paraphrase of another person’s spoken or written words.

The UCSC “Official University Policy on Academic Integrity for Undergraduate Students” can be found at: http://www.ucsc.edu/academics/academic_integrity/undergraduate_students/Links to an external site.

Incusion and Accessibility:
I am committed to making this class an inclusive and accessible online environment that respects everyone’s diversity. Is English your second or third language (this is the case for me as well)? Do you need accommodations to access learning materials? Are you in a different time zone that makes you sleepy? Are you better at making than writing? Are you taking care of a baby or family members? If at any time your learning in this class is affected by personal circumstances, reach out to me and I will try my best to ensure your success.

A NOTE ON DIFFICULT MATERIAL
In Film and Digital Media courses we often view material that contains difficult ideas, uncomfortable language, violence, or sex. Please treat what we explore in class critically, to think about what the maker is trying to express, and what is the social impact of the work. I am always happy to discuss with you what we viewed in class.
I have done my best to provide trigger warnings using a trigger description and the fire emoji 🔥
An ideal weekly course schedule
This is of course only a recommendation and you are invited to adjust your schedule as you please. The ideal does not really exist.

Tuesday:
- Come to class prepared after having done my readings and weekend assignment
- View lecture (45 min)
- Participate and think with colleagues (45 min)
- View film in your own time (90 min)

Wednesday:
- Do readings for Thursday class 4-5 hours
- Write my response on Canvas due on Wednesday night 30 min

Thursday:
- Attend lecture (45 min)
- Discuss with peers and instructor (30 min)
- Introduction to creative assignment (15 min)
- Artist talk or view film (2 hr)

Friday-Monday:
- Do my readings, take notes, prepare questions (3-4 hr)
- Brainstorm, think, create my project (5 hr)
- Submit work on Canvas on Monday night

COURSE SCHEDULE
Week 1: What media, whose media?

Tuesday July 26, 2022
Introductions
Discuss Assessment Plan
Create our own community guidelines

VIEW:
Cronnenberg, David, ExistenZ, 1999. / Available in Library/ Swank 🔥 (sex, violence and disgusting guns)
https://ucsc.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/fulddisplay?docid=alma991025050397904876&context=L&vid=01CD_L_SCR INST:USCS&lang=en&search_scope=MyInst_and_CI&adaptor=Local%20Search%20Engine&isFrbr=true&tab=Everything&query=any,contains,existenZ&sortby=date_d&facet=frbrgroupid.include,9039895928447897048&offset=0

Writing response due on Wednesday July 27, end of day
Thursday July 28, 2022
Artist Visit: Lauren La Melle from Scary Crit Podcast

READ:

LISTEN:
ScaryCrit Podcast S02E014 🔥 (horror and cursing)

Weekend Assignment:
Media consumption journal and reflection: due Aug 1 midnight

Week 2 Virtual gazes and poor images

Tuesday Aug 2 Gazes
READ(completed before class):

VIEW:
TO DO:
Writing response due on Wednesday July 27, end of day

Th Aug 4 Poor Images
READ:

VIEW:

TO DO:
Small File creative assignment: In this project, you will have to use your smartphones to create a small file media project, a small and low-resolution experimental work influenced by your engagement with the texts and media presented in class. This is expected to be a playful engagement with making and thinking. Due on Monday, Aug 8

Week 3 Cameras, screens and streets
Tu Aug 9 Photography and agency

READ:
Th Aug 11  Street to screen

READ:


VIEW:


TO DO:

Scholarly Essay: Students will be asked to use two texts from the class to analyze a media work explored in class or a media work/media phenomenon that has sparked their interest. Due on Monday, Aug 15.

Week 4 Cyborgs and New Media art
Tuesday Aug 16 Cyborgs
Read:


View:


To Do:

- Writing response due on Wednesday Aug 15, end of day
- Provide Feedback for your peer’s scholarly essay before Friday Aug.

Thursday Aug 18 Videogames and new media art

Artist Visit Patrick Stefaniak

Read:


View:


TO DO:
- Optional Creative Final: Students who decide so can incorporate feedback on their creative assignment to redo it or grow it and re-submit it as their final project for this class together with a 1000word artist statement. Due Monday Aug 21
- Optional Scholarly Final: Students who decide so can incorporate feedback on their essay to redo it or grow it and re-submit it as their final scholarly essay for the class. Due Monday Aug 21

**Week 5 Resisting the Attention Economy**

**Tu Aug 22 Resisting the Spectacles**

**READ:**

**VIEW:**
- Trecartin, Ryan, I-BE AREA, 2007, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V27rH6b5ub4&ab_channel=AAAAAAAAAAA42
- Hirsch, Anna, VH1-Here For you, 2010 https://video.rhizome.org/videos/watch/1fedc85-439a-4bdf-9689-458aeafebe6c

**TO DO:**
- Prepare a five minute presentation of your film or paper for the final class.

**Thursday Aug 25**

Final Presentations of creative projects and papers
READ:


CONGRATULATIONS WE HAVE MADE IT THROUGH THIS CLASS IN ONE PIECE.

CAMPUS SUPPORT RESOURCES

DRC Remote Accommodations:
UC Santa Cruz is committed to creating an academic environment that supports its diverse student body. If you are a student with a disability who requires accommodations to achieve equal access in this course, please submit your Accommodation Authorization Letter from the Disability Resource Center (DRC) to me privately during my office hours or by appointment, preferably within the first two weeks of the quarter. At this time, I would also like us to discuss ways we can ensure your full participation in the course. I encourage all students who may benefit from learning more about DRC services to contact the DRC by phone at 831-459-2089 or by email at drc@ucsc.edu.

Small Group Tutoring
Small Group Tutoring (SGT) supports students academically to advance educational equity by designing inclusive learning environments outside of the classroom. In SGT, you can expect the Tutor to facilitate cooperative group activities designed to have students work together on the course content and develop study skills for the course. SGT is offered at least three times each week for the entire quarter. The Tutor is an undergraduate student who took the class, did well, and is trained to facilitate group sessions to focus on students’ needs to succeed in the course. SGT is open to all students enrolled in the class and they must sign up on our online system: TutorTrac. When students sign up for SGT, they are committing to attend every week. Details at: https://lss.ucsc.edu/index.html

Title IX:
The Title IX Office is committed to fostering a campus climate in which members of our community are protected from all forms of sex discrimination, including sexual harassment, sexual violence, and gender-based harassment and discrimination. Title IX is a neutral office committed to safety, fairness, trauma-informed practices, and due process. The Title IX Office is working remotely and is conducting meetings and interviews via zoom and phone. If you want to make a report or request a consult, you can expect the fastest response by using their online reporting link. For questions about making a report, your reporting responsibilities, and/or questions about the UC Policy on Sexual Violence and Sexual Harassment call 831-459-2462.